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Preface

This publication comprises three lectures originally delivered during the Intersections conference, which took
place as part of the Jerusalem Film Festival, 2013. The
lectures reflect upon different aspects related to recent
changes in the ways visual media are distributed, monetized, articulated, defined and constituted. The digitization of media has redefined the nature of both still and
moving images. The changes from analog to digital,
from broadcast to peer-to-peer distribution, from monetary to symbolic reward, are fueled by technological
innovation, while creating new pictorial categories and
visual grammar.
The rise of the selfie as the ubiquitous visual
genre of the past decade and Youtube’s reinvention of
the clip as a cultural form, are just two examples among
a vast array of practices which either led to the sublation
of existing formats or, in many cases, veiled them under
a veneer of nostalgia.
This occasion serves, for us, as an opportunity
to investigate a terrain which is in constant flux. It is an
attempt to screenshot, so to speak, the cultural-technological present.
Adam Kaplan, Daniel Herleth, Boaz Levin. Berlin F/W 2013
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From Analog Relics
To Digital Relics
Framing Formats Through Historically Specific Aesthetics

Is it awkward to frame the 80’s as history rather than
a fading mythical memory? And what about the 90’s?
and the 2000’s? and 2010? Today, it seems, defining
a point in time where one can refer to his or hers recent past as history may be a somewhat tricky gesture.
While asking those general questions already feels
like an old-fashioned, or simply an uncool thing to
do, they are obviously dependent on the personal relationship between one and his own timeline, both compared simultaneously against the ever-changing (and
everywhere changing) collective generational notion.
In this short talk, while those questions are
floating around, I would like to outline a general transition of nostalgic historical framing. This transition is
presented through distinct visual characteristics which
function as aesthetic notions of the historical collectivememory. I would like to show that those visual trends
and regulations, that are often being used for portraying
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the recent past, are becoming increasingly similar to the
ones reflexively portraying the now, thus emphasizing
the Latourian untraceable seam between our present
time and what we could refer to as history.
In his essay Ideological Effects of the Basic
Cinematographic Apparatus from 1970, Jean-Louis Baudry describes the action of filming as a relationship between three layers of cinematic time: “Between objective reality and the camera (the site of the inscription),
and between the inscription and projection, are situated
certain operations, a work which has its result in a finished product.”1 In other words – the first layer is the
one of physical actions in real life, happening in front
of the camera (and is often referred to as the pro-filmic
layer); the second one is the recorded version of those
actions, captured by the camera and stored as data on a
film, a tape or as a digital file; while the third layer is the
projected or screened finished version. As all of those
operations consist of their own duration – everything
that is happening from early moments of production to
post production and distribution – they are also heavily
effected by two other external time periods they relate

1 Baudry, Jean-Louis, Ideological Effects of the Basic
Cinematographic Apparatus, 1970
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to: their time of origin and their time of being watched
and perceived. In order to explain it, a good example
could be one of a movie that is inherently dealing with
temporal issues (such as a futuristic scf-fi one or a historical epos), while containing distinct elements of its
own time of production.
Esther, Amos Gitai’s first feature film released
in 1986, reconstructed the Book of Esther while placing it (both physically and metaphorically) in the ruins
of the arab area of Wadi Salib in Haifa, Israel. An important scene in this historically themed movie contains
a group of actors, all dressed in full biblical costumes,
appearing as a loud mob shouting and calling for the
death of the story’s villain. Slowly, a mass of then contemporary dressed kids are entering the frame, adding
their own shouts, calling Yalla Beitar 2 again and again.
While cinema evolved and grew through its
short history, films and their mythology (both scriptwise and real-life-wise) have constantly developed their
self-reflexive capacity, displaying traces of referential
gestures and crystal images they cannot avoid following.

2 Yalla Beitar is a common cheer slogan for one of Israel’s most
important football teams Beitar Jerusalem, often regarded as a
being racist.
-9-

Through visual pleasure or reflexive gags, mainstream
cinema (and I quote Boudry again) “does not allow us to
see the transformation which has taken place” thus concealing the differences between the film’s three layers of
time. Therefore, it is a common goal of the avant-garde
to break and play with its own aspects of filmic time. In
an interview with Gitai, Irma Klein observes that “Gitai
demands from the viewer to think about the clashes that
he produces. The viewers cannot casually ignore those
differences in space and time, and are asked to acknowledge them. [...] As you leave signs of production” she
says to Gitai “they are constantly reminding the viewer
of both the film’s own history, and the general history of
representation.”3 Gitai often creates a rupture between
the movie’s time layers – its historical content and its
historical production time – as one can see in the major dissonance between the faux biblical mob and the
group of kids that function as a purified image of the
local 80’s appearance. Gitai claims that his decision to
“leave different traces of time, allows the viewers to
place his movies at the right and accurate historical time
frame.” But to what extent can a director/artist intend
a shift from a relationship with a contemporary viewer

(meaning that both of them share a similar contemporary moment) to a future one?

3 Klein, Irma, Amos Gitai: Cinema, Politics, Aesthetics, 2003

4 Marks, Laura, The Skin of the Film, 2000
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As Laura Marks writes in her book The Skin Of The
Film, “both film and video become more haptic as they
die. Every time we watch a film we witness its gradual
decay: another scratch, more fading as it is exposed to
light, and other chemical deterioration.”4 Therefore,
when watching a movie on an analog copy, one expects
an added layer of physical effects caused by its material format, changing from each copy and screening –
scratches, jumps and dust spots on a celluloid film copy,
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to glitches and white noise on a VHS one. Different specific color-temperature and sharpness are heavily present
as well – whether it is the fierce saturation of Technicolor
movies or the unstable hazy image appearing on a video
cassette that have been re-recorded on, again and again.
Those visual differences have a major effect on
a movie such as Gitai’s Esther, as it only available today
either as a film copy, traveling around the world from
one Gitai retrospective to another, or on a DVD that is
transformed from a medium quality Beta origin. Even
though both versions appear with different visual characteristics (dependent on their own different medium
and its physical material aesthetics), they both appear
today to the digitally experienced viewer as an image
from a prior time. Intuitively, each format can easily be
associated with other elements that share an aesthetic
family resemblance – the film copy can remind one of
other low-budget films, made around the 80’s or the late
70’s, effected by similar conditions of physical preservation, eventually sharing today a similar color scheme;
or the Beta copy, that is easily associated with late 80’s/
early 90’s news productions, often used today as historical documents with strong periodic visual attitude.
Hence, the present moment that Gitai is portraying in
his movie is perceived today as a historical moment

in-itself – instead of a contemporary reflexive cinematic
interpretation of an historical story, it is a nostalgic relic,
reflexive only to its visual characteristics dated until its
own time of production. The visual attributes that mediate the film from that point in time to the present moment are thus translated into visual codes of specific
time periods, adding a fourth layer to Baudry’s three
layer of cinematic time – the relationship between the
movies historically specific aesthetic and its assimilation by the contemporary viewer.
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One does not have to follow popular generational essayists from the last decade or two (from Douglas Rushkoff
and Marc Prensky, to Henry Jenkins or even Gadi Taub)
in order to see how the formations of this forth relational
layer in recent decades can be associated with the constantly growing differences between younger generations to their predecessors. The specific changes in the
recent historical visual attitude can be illustrated through
the common background story of the media-generated
generation: the ever-growing media sphere embedding
itself through a wide range of different and new ubiquitous instruments; and the increasing amount of visual

inputs, deriving from different optical and graphical
means, which all function as an overflow of different
visual families. Appearance-wise, this constant growth
of images was characterized by the transformation of
media formats – from analog to digital – increasing the
awareness towards the varying formats added layer of
physical effect. These realizations and the technological
development accompanying them have quickly enabled
the reproduction of faux historical appearances by using aesthetically-related physical mechanisms of the desired faux time – creating movies and clips that not only
deal with a specific era or a generation, but also look
as if they are authentic documents from that time itself.
More and more directors and artist have been maneuvering those visual codes, using analog visual attitude
in order to achieve a stronger link to their generational
subjects. By using visual tools from the historic collective memory, all of them are emphasizing both irony
and nostalgic simplicity – exactly the two edges of the
awkward definition between history and recent past.
The ability to use analog aesthetic and its visual
references can be achieved only by delivering it to the
viewer as a reflexive experience of generational alienation – recognizing the visual attitude, equals understanding its historical framing as an outdated phenomenon

– this creates the somewhat distinct separation between
analog-natives and digital-natives. Yet clearly, the technical nature of digital instruments does not assure them a
constant sort of contemporaneity. Old-school digital images function today in a similar nostalgic way to analog
ones, especially with the 80’s-90’s-born generation
takeover of key cultural positions. The transformation to
digital did not only enable a wider range of different new
media devices, but the development of new video formats and codecs, thus creating new visual qualities, each
one with its own aesthetic references. Instead of physical
effects derived from analog material, each of those early
codecs (accompanied by non-HD internet and phone
cameras) comes with its own specific digital visual attitude – glitches, ghosting pixels, pale or specific color,
poor-lenses-effect, frame drops and so on. While their
use is rapidly replaced by the almost non-glitched HD
devices and videos, they were able to dictate the lowresolution aesthetic of the last decade. With the numerous references to Skype, screen capture or Youtube aesthetics in both mainstream and avant-garde media, the
untraceable seam between outdated and contemporary
aesthetic is more present then ever.
Framed each year under a different trendy
theme (such as time-travel, superheroes, Kung fu etc),
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last year’s Festigal, Israel’s most well known annually musical stage production for children, was titled
iPhestigal, and revolved around the general theme of
the virtual world. Its promo clip is portrayed by numerous visual clichés – all refering to media elements
from recent decades – a Windows desktop, an old Mac
environment, a modern Mac sound icon, iPhone icons
made of pillows, an arcade game with Flash vector
background, Youtube, Google and shopping websites,
Angry Birds, a media player software playing a glitched
HD clip, an old-school fighting game, an enlarged pixelated cursor, Facebook’s Like thumb and so on and so
forth. Even with its inaccuracies, the video’s theme and
its aesthetic language seem to be synchronized with the
content and values of its subject – a ubiquitous net of
nets, merging multiple media into a contemporary collective whole – while all taking place at the most common popular source of local children’s pop culture.
Yet, to an older viewer this clip might appear
quite awkward. Is it because of the shallow and inaccurate portrait of our visual contemporary moment, badly
translated to a younger generation? Or is it due to the
feeling of being both within and without the depicted
subject and its space – being everywhere and nowhere
in its time sphere? Based on its content, one could start

and speculate about the future meanings and possibilities referring to future aesthetic appearances: perhaps
the merging between interface and video could be described as the presence-aesthetic of our contemporary
moment, or taking it even further by referring to the upcoming standard of 4K-resolution, pushing the formats
physical or digital effect to its minimum level yet. One
could even speculate upon the changes deriving from
the upcoming vector codecs, putting an end to the era of
pixels, thus re-framing and outdating the distinction between analog and digital. In any case, following McLuhan’s claim that “the content of every medium is another
medium”, it might me be enough, at least for now, to
wait and see what we can learn from the present that will
be portrayed in next year’s Festigal, as it is clear that
framing our historically specific aesthetics is as easy as
child’s play.
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Within and After Youtube
Digital Video from Channel to Database

McLuhan, in his seminal work Understanding Media
memorably postulated that “the content of every medium is another medium.”1 This puzzling statement, often
quoted but rarely properly used, refers to the dialectical reception of new media. A new medium, it seems to
claim, might be fully functioning on a formal level, but
the content it contains is still arranged in accord with
the preceding medium’s grammar. In light of McLuhan’s even better known statement that “the medium is
the message” this is quite difficult to fathom. The medium is the message is supposedly all about a collapse
of the separation between form and content. On the one
hand the prior statement makes sense in light of this,
seeing that it literally means that a medium is the message, but on the other hand, the fact that we’re dealing with a medium and not with the medium, renders
the whole argument more complicated, namely, much
1 Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of
Man, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY, (1964). p 8
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less about an identity of form and content, rather pointing towards a historical process describing the gradual
maturing of a medium. The way McLuhan himself explains this process, the historical examples he chooses,
might help clarify what’s at stake – “the content of
writing is speech, just as the written word is the content of print, and print is the content of the telegraph”
and we could add “the content of film was Vaudeville theater” or “the content of TV was at first film”.
In other words, I would prefer to describe this as more of
a process and less of an abrupt change, and note that it
took time until cinema spoke Cinemees, until the novel
was truly novel – and in light of this one can suppose, it
might still take time until digital web-based video grows
into its own grammar. This transition, this shift, will be
the subject of my talk today.
On April 23rd, 2005, a video of a young man
visiting a zoo was uploaded to Youtube. Dressed in a
humble, slightly oversized, windbreaker the protagonist stands in front of a pair of elephants. He proceeds
to state the obvious “here we are in front of the elephants”, and then continues to tell us, in what seems
to be an expression of his deadpan, rather infantile,
humor that “what’s cool about these guys is that they
have really really long ...(he briefly looks back at the

elephants)... trunks.” The video is 19 seconds long
and of quite poor technical quality, 240p, a 4:3 aspect ratio. The protagonist happened to be Jawed Karim, co-founder of youtube, it was the first video ever
to have been uploaded on the new media platform.
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If one is to learn anything from a medium’s inauguratory work, then youtube’s case offers quite a peculiar

lesson. Cinema had Workers Leaving the Factory by the
Lumiere brothers, Television had perhaps The Queen’s
Messenger by General Electric, the novel was premiered
by the likes of Robinson Crusoe by Defoe or Don Quixote by Cervantes; and Youtube was launched with, well,
Me at the zoo, a clip uploaded by Karim, and registered,
interestingly enough, under the Creative Commons
License. So – if only for the sake of the intellectual
exercise – what could one learn from such first steps?
Most obvious are: the fact that the protagonist and the
“director”, the “author” so to say, are one. The clip is
titled Me at the zoo, and, though it might seem to be
a spontaneous creation devoid of corporate strategy, it
serves as a very acute demonstration of the platform’s
inclination to broadcast You, that is the proverbial me.
In other words, Youtube’s quintessential genre is – the
selfie.
Secondly, the clip is devastatingly short: a
compact 19sec which revolve around a single narratorial gesture, or rather, a punch line. As aforementioned, the humor is deadpan, dry and honestly quite
juvenile. It involves stating the obvious, it does not
add anything to what we already see, already know.
Lastly, it’s compact, plainly filmed, heavily compressed
and presented using a 4:3 aspect ratio, that is, akin to

TV-like form rather then a cinematic wide-screen.
But analyzing the first clip on Youtube this way still
leaves out quite a lot. What’s missing is: a) The user
interface; b) the underlying structure, the infrastructure
– namely the web.
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Every video is linked to a variety of other
videos. For this reason, the first clip Me at the zoo
did not, could not, exemplify anything before other
clips (You at the zoo, or perhaps Me at the zoo reloaded) have been uploaded and linked, to form together the interface, now better known as Youtube.
The thing is, this network, this web, is in flux. Let’s
take a look at Me at the zoo once again, this time taking notice of the structure within which it is contained.

So on the right side of the clip is a row of links. The
links are quite diverse in terms of subject matter. They
range from Guiness World Record for most T-Shirts
worn at one time to Evolution of Dance, one of the
most popular videos in the platform’s history, or to a
clip called The History of Youtube which has a mere
40,000 viewers (compared to Evolution’s over 200
million). The list of links will change more or less on
every visit of the page. Apparently, these can bare little to no relation towards the particular query, rather,
they reflect the user’s search history, or profile. To be
honest, they’re also quite peculiar. The first two links
are “recommended to me” and are clearly either similar or identical to clips I’ve recently viewed. If I enter
the page using a private browser-mode, which does not
use the record of my history, I am offered a completely
different set of links. In other words, the web to which
the clip is connected is dynamic and is affected by multiple variables: the keywords I’ve entered, my query,
my age, location, sex, search history and, last but not
least, an algorithm devised by Youtube which rates videos primarily according to their average watching time.
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From Watching Databases
to Watching Databases Watching Us
From April 2010 to March 2011 Martin Kohout recorded himself every time he watched a video on
Youtube, publishing these clips on a Youtube channel
aptly called Watching Martin Kohout which now contains some 821 videos. The series of videos – who’s
number of viewers spans from over one hundred thousand in one case (Watching Tyler the Creator) to the
mere hundreds – eloquently captures many of online
video’s most interesting qualities and contradictions.
Once again we are confronted with the same variety of
humor: we are literally invited to watch Kohout as he
munches upon his daily feed; once again the obvious
is stated – watching Kohout watching, it reads, and the
video performs this labor self-evidently; once again we
are faced with a selfie, a self-portrait, and one which
seems illustrative of our current paradigm, recording the
author as he consumes, but also – and this has been the
focus of most of the texts written about this work – as
he produces. In other words, it is a self-portrait of the
artist as prosumer – an amalgam of production and consumption which plays a central role in our present-day
e-economy. But during our presentation today I would
- 27 -

like to discuss a different aspect of the work, namely, the
way it forefronts the authors watching habits. This is an
accumulative value the work produces, and one which, I
believe, might help us better understand database as digital-video’s form, or at least as a dominant part thereof.
In his essay Online Video Aesthetics, or The art of
Watching Databases Geert Lovink describes what he
considers to have been a paradigm shift from channel to
database. As he writes “we no longer watch films or TV;
we watch databases.” He asks “what does it mean that
our attention is guided by database systems?”2
Lev Manovich, in his seminal essay Database
as Symbolic Form, defined the database in terms almost diametrically opposed to those of narrative: “As a
cultural form, database represents the world as a list of
items and it refuses to order this list. In contrast, a narrative creates a cause-and-effect trajectory of seemingly
unordered items (events).”3 Database favors correlation
over cause, the what rather then the why, as one book

puts it,4 it offers no single perspective, or point of view.
Indeed, as is well known, the information out there in the
web, Youtube included, is viewed by us users through a
set of filters. These are correlated to different attributes
– data stored about me (my search history, my likes, my
viewing time – and in the case of Google/Youtube, my
entire communication volume) or realtime attributes
such as my geo-loco traces, where am I sitting, or what
type of computer I’m using. “What does it mean that
our attention is guided by database systems?” is thus an
apt question, but as I’ve pointed out, our attention is not
merely guided by the database, rather, it itself is measured and serves as a determining variable within the ranking system which grants us access to this very database.
This phenomenon, which is increasingly prevalent, has recently come under heavy criticism, most
notably by political and online activist Eli Pariser. Pariser warns us that we are gradually slipping into a web
constructed of “filter bubbles”. The danger, as he has
pointed out, is that knowledge available to us through
the web is increasingly catered to our likes, existing

2 Geert Lovink, Networks Without a Cause, Polity Press, Cambridge, England. (2011) P 134 – 145.
3 Lev Manovich, Database as a Symbolic Form, In: Convergence –
The Journal of Research into New Media Technologies vol. 5 no. 2
(Summer 1999): 80-99.
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4 Viktor Mayer-Schönberger and Kenneth Cukier, Big Data, John
Murray, London, (2013).
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views, social-economical background, etc.5 Facebook is
an obvious example. Nowadays more and more young
people consume their news through their “news-feed”
– which means, in many cases, a carefully curated homogenous social circle. And indeed, google’s self proclaimed mission to “organize the world’s information”
is quickly conflicted by its business model which attempts to better cater to the users like’s, wants and taste.
In other words, as the recent NSA scandals have made
clearly visible, we are not merely watching databases,
we are watching databases watching us.

The Century of The Selfie
Both video examples we’ve examined are selfies. The
selfie – alongside such new genres as the haul video
(videos depicting the unwrapping of a new product), the
ever popular video-tutorials or mesmerizing cat-clips – is
part of a wave of modes of expression which together
constitute the vernacular of 21st century social media.
And yet the selfie merits special attention. During the
past five years, with the rise of smartphones and growth

5 Eli Pariser, The Filter Bubble: What the Internet is Hiding From
You, Pinguin Press. London (2011).
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of Facebook and Instegram – the selfie has become,
somewhat inexplicably, prominent. The psychological and social reasons behind this influx of self-indulgence have been often cited – social media’s propensity towards exhibitionistic behavior, pseudo-celebrity
teens seeking their proverbial 15 minuets of lime light,
the fact that online anonymity seems to hurt self-esteem – these are all quite evident, and so is also criticism which bemoans social media as narcissistic. And
yet the extent to which the selfie is essentially symptomatic of the database logic has been long overlooked.
As aforementioned, online databases are not only
watched by users – passively sifted through for information – they also contain information about these users
which in turn effects the very availability of this information. In essence, Youtube is much less about broadcasting oneself (as it advertises) – a minuscule percentage of
users actually upload content, and most of this content is
recycled, appropriated, shared. In other words, Youtube
doesn’t host as much user generated content (UGC) as
it pertains to, rather, it primarily sources, or mines, for
user information, personal data, and watching habits.
Might the selfie as a symbolic form, be indicative of a
wider trend which pertains to the logic of the database?
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Smartphones are now recognized by many as a
just a preamble for a wave of gadgets which will supply
an ever-growing trove of real-time data. Google Glass
and smartwatches are competing with one another for
the lead role in this play of powers. Apple has recently filed a patent for placing sensors in their earphones
which could register an array of personal data (pulse,
blood temperature etc.), moreover, the recently launched
iPhone 5s contains a fingerprint sensor as well as a new
M7 motion processor which continuously measures
motion data, including acceleration and gestural data.
The selfie as Youtube’s inauguratory genre
seems to be indicative of such a process. If the twentieth
century has been the century of the self, as film maker
and journalist Adam Curtis has claimed – a self which
became the object of study for psychoanalysis and the
object of desire for the society of consumption – then we
might now be standing on the brink of the age of the selfie. This is an age during which the subject (or its digital
rip, the user) supplies, broadcasts, his own self portrait,
only for it to be processed – mined for every bit of instrumental information. Selfies and their subsequent tagging
are used by Facebook to improve their face-recognition
algorithms. The user’s surfing, viewing and consumption
habits are all part of models which deduce his wants, de-

sires and compulsions. In short, this is an age in which
probability theory and machine learning, or data analysis, replace psychoanalysis as the main tool through
which the subject is both understood, and governed.
Since the dawn of history man has left behind trails of artifacts, objects, which survived him.
Yet now, instead of a roughly assembled forensics, we shall leave a map, construed from an evergrowing pool of coordinates, and a resolution which
strives towards a paradoxical Borgesian 1:1 scale.
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Reciprocal Economics
Today we become increasingly aware that visual culture
also means visual economy; and the cultural sector, especially in its visual-material-producing elements, often
serves as an example of these procedures. The different
currencies that we got used to accept – the symbolic,
the imaginary and the real of today: money – are exchanged, reconfigured and translated into one another,
interweaving symbolic and/or imaginary orders with
modes of production and value generation. Cotaining
all the phaenotypes of this economic and technological
architecture, on Youtube the whole set of exchanges can
literally be observed on one page, eclipsing traditional
forms of distribution. And yet, as an intersection of orders on Youtube the digital meets the image, and not
only in the material form of the clip.
Watching a video on Youtube fundamentally
differs from participating in a screening or seeing a
movie at the local cinemaxx; not only is the screen usually a bit smaller and the quality worse, the antagonism
extends to the imagery presented: On Youtube you get
a clip, in the cinema you see a film. This distinction is
based on the medium, not the content, as Youtube in- 34 -
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Angel Funding

eviteably turns movies into clips. Shifting away from
the frontal, one-way, situation in which we encounter
a movie, a Youtube clip is the start of an exchange that
manouvers through the different economies, slipping
from one to the other, leaving no doubt that analog is
not only a format, but also a logic, and this logic is put
under pressure by Youtube’s digitality, again being not
simply its material, but a logic.
Reciprocity manifests in multiple ways, ranging from comments filled with spamming and scamming
– clinging into the symbolic capital amassed by a popular clip – to mock-ups and sequels, arriving at Youtube´s
quintessential format, the cover. Reciprocity can mean
to exchange something imaginary (clip) for something
symbolic (views, click statistics, comments) as well as
for money. Your interests might be split between monetary and symbolic revenue, or what you get back might
come in the form of a mash-up of little money, nice comments and a video response. Usually the things go hand
in hand: the more attention a video receives – the more
attention is paid – the more financial revenue, and thus
the higher the symbolic capital. These exchanges then
continue to mutually effect each other, creating more of
an ongoing dialog than a time-specific exchange, where
paths separate afterwards.

Already in the very beginning of Youtube there were anti-intuitive economic considerations: investing millions
of dollars in an uncertain venture is called angel funding
– as it comes out of the blue, improbable, sent by someone who wants more than monetary reward. What could
suit this approach better than a website where the users
of the internet create their own mirror image, or rather
mirror stage? Reciprocity is contained in the imagery
itself; often the viewer is directly addressed, confronted
with somebody talking straight into the camera, leaping
the insurmountable barrier of the screen with a winning
smile, waiting for response.
While in cinema – any Godard movie might
work here – looking at the camera directly is usually a
way to make film as medium more apparent, emphazising its artificiality, the distance between the viewer and
the events that have once been in front of the camera,
on Youtube this is a way to bridge the medium, render
it transparent, and allow one to immerse him/herself in
it. This hints of the structural equality between producer
and consumer: both are probably underprivileged, part
of Youtubes working class, engaging on eye-level with
each other. In contrast, Godard: in Le Mépris for exam-
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ple, showing the very conditions of the movie does not
revel a shitty webcam but Cinecittà, the famous filmstudio-complex in Rome, where he is working with Fritz
Lang.

lowing the viewer to immerse himself and feel as if in a
spa.

The Canyons

On Youtube, no economic or technological distance needs to be overcome or maintained. The evanescence of this gap, of the medium as an obstacle, turns it
strictly functional, undermining the medium´s ability to
simultaniously deliver a message and a massage in the
way McLuhan understood it. Today this task has to be
executed by special wellness videos, taking advantage
of Youtube´s medial transparency and immediacy, al-

Beeing financially underprivileged extends to certain
parts of Hollywood today, and Youtube is also their
solution: at first sight Paul Schraders feature-film The
Canyons looks like a typical Hollywood production, but
the rifts opened by the constraints of working within the
conditions of a “Youtube economy” are quite apparent.
Given the aforementioned procedures of reciprocity, in
order to get a sense of how much the symbolic and the
imaginary is translated, reformulated and folded into
Youtube, we´ll take a look at this project, situated at the
threshold of traditional filmmaking entering the logics
of Youtube´s algorithms.
Paul Schrader was successful in the 70’s and
80’s, he wrote the script for Taxi Driver and Raging
Bull, he directed seminal films like American Gigolo
and Auto Focus. For his recent project, though, he didn´t
get money from the big studios, so he gathered a small
team, that, like him, had nothing left but their symbolic
capital inherited from a glorious past: Bret Easton Ellis wrote the screenplay, Lindsay Lohan plays the lead,
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a porn actor, James Deen, is her counterpart, and Gus
Van Sant has a cameo. In an attempt to turn their symbolic capital into budget, they used crowd-funding, asking their future audience for both money and approval,
selling everything from visits to the set to a money clip
Schrader got from DeNiro on the set of Taxi Driver.
From the very beginning the tensions of filmmaking under precarious conditions were incorporated in the project itself; it was advertised via a clip on Youtube, evoking at the same time the magic of film while depicting
dilapidated cinemas in downtown LA, a first glimpse
of the ubiquitious self-reflexivity the project would develop. The New York Times printed a noir-syle story retelling events on the set (as Deen put it: “life-events reflected in a mirror and then retold for dramatic effect”),
doubling the plot centered around cynical, beautiful,
twenty-somethings “trying to make it in the movies...” a
description that not only fits the characters, but also the
actors who embody them.
The movie wasn’t sponsored by the institutions
in whose legacy it was made, and also it might never
make it to the cinema, as Schrader says: “Its cinema for
the post-theatrical era.” This way of working is relying
on a fragile system of immediate response towards the
reactions it encounters – that are then included in either

the myth or the budget. The project has to generate the
demand for the imaginary content it will deliver, or at
least has to know what kind of imaginary is in demand,
while at the same time transporting its creators vision.
Marketing, directing, conceiving and reception happen
simultaneously, as it keeps in constant contact with its
future critics and viewers. If it fails, there is no monetary compensation: everybody on the set of The Canyons worked for a more or less symbolic reward – the
two main actors for 100$ a day, the interns for a shirt
saying I worked on the set of The Canyons and all I got
was this lousy T-shirt. Schrader/Ellis did so to realize
an artistically ambitious project echoing the way Hollywood filmmaking was working in its golden ages. They
stressed this by three trailers in different styles resembling peak moments of Hollywood, all published via
Youtube.
The Canyons is interesting to observe, because
it renders the tensions apparent that exist between a
movie and a clip, between a film based on one or several authors (emphatically understood) and a product
based on market research, between comments or view
statistics and a review in The New York Times, between
asking an anonymous crowd in the internet for funding
and a professional producer. In short: differences exist
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between a subject and a statistical, mathematical model,
measured in numbers, not in quality of any sort. In The
Canyons both models are equally addressed and need
to be balanced. More and more feature-film Hollywood
productions are based on preliminary market research,
digging into people´s propensities to look at, often taking on the form of little Youtube clips to figure that out,
before the movie is then modeled after these quantified
desires. Youtube became a test-site for the visual industry, the results affect the way the product looks, which
might in turn be released via a different channel (cinema, printed press, TV...).
A clip is an end in-itself, it is valid only as long
as it pleases, keeps one entertained, and after its 15 minutes are over it is forgotten without a demand for surplus
value. Spring Breakers is a Make-It-Maxi version of a
clip and its logic, extended ad absurdum and only loosly
held together by fragments of narration. This is not a
flaw, rather, it is exactly the point; I can enter and leave
its stream of contemporary unconsciousness whenever I
please; catapulting the viewer back into the early days
of cinema when you wouldn’t attend a certain screening,
but just come and leave in the middle of looped movies,
when cinema had yet to develop its own language, or
a language at all. Sartre remembers how he visited the

cinema with his mother as a child: “I was seven years
old and I could read and write, cinema was 12 years
old and couldn’t talk.” Film, as an artform, developed
later – when Sartre went there with his mother they were
sitting amongst people they wouldn’t have talked to in
daylight, and the male members of the family never
went there. Later film became a bourgeois luxury, literate, symbolic, but this is not what the proletarians that
inhabit Youtube can afford, they are aiming at the imaginary, at “their” dreams and desires.
The prototype – and Youtube´s greatest hits –
are the cute, the funny, the akward; they are its stars,
its role models, failures and kittens, and then there are
celebrities, catering to the constant hunger for tabloid
content; it seems to inevitably result in cover versions of
pop songs, sung by cute, clumsy little kids. A prominent
example of the effects these procedures can have might
be Nicki Minaj´s Super Bass and the subsequent cover
done by two little girls. This cover become a huge hit
with around 40 millions views, resulting in a collaboration: the video of Minaj meeting the two girls in a TV
show and ultimately performing in a trio, has even surpassed the cover in its fame – they catalyzed and capitalized upon each other. The two girls got their own show,
one of the rare cases where not only a video of an un-
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known person became famous, but also the person starring in it. So much success in attention-seeking doesn´t
go unnoticed, the list of the people they hosted in their
sub-format Tea Time with Sophia-Grace and Rosie are
e.g. Miley Cyrus, Katy Perry and... Justin Bieber, himself the product of a mash-up between a cute teen and
a famous song, and so far Youtube´s most most prominent offspring. So there they sit, awkward, not having
anything to say, two products of peoples desires as they
were expressed via Youtube, forced together by their
shared dependence upon them.

While the processes described above are happening within Youtube or are engaged with it, that is not
the end of the circle; the attention paid is not lost after
ads are sold and skipped, instead the attention enters the
mesh of Google/Youtube data storage and mining. Today Youtube is the largest search engine, second only
to its parent company’s. Complementary to Google´s
lingustical model, on Youtube users search for their imaginary, for images. Right know its hard to say how that
can be capitalized upon, but multi-million insights into
desires, wishes, etc. are likely to be a very valuable resource.
In a Black Mirror episode, an artificial human is modelled after the online behavior, the selfie,
of a deceased; even if we might not encounter this any
time soon – while we don´t have a humanoid at home –
Google/Youtube might have millions of digital versions,
avatars, in their servers, ready to let them take a digital
shopping spree that might indeed result with our favourite items in the bag.
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